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1. Introduction 
A partially ordered set P may be represented as a directed graph. Indeed, it is 
customary and convenient to represent P pictorially in the plane by means of a 
diegram in which small circles. corresponding to elements of k. are arranged in 
such a way that, far a, h E P, the circle corresponding to Q is higher than the circle 
corresponding to b whenever Q > b and a straight line segment is drawn to connect 
the two circles whenever Q covers B. Much of the combinatorial interest in finite 
partially ordered sets is inextricably linked to the combinatorial features of the 
diagrams associated with them. It is therefore natural to investigate the rciationshir) 
between the diagram of a partially ordered set P and its covering gmph C(P) - the 
graph whose vertices are the elements of P and whose edges arc those pairs 
(a, b), Q, b E P, satisfying a covers b or b covers a. The diagram of a finite partialiy 
ordered set P determines P up to isomorphism. On the c\ther hand, as long ax 
1 PI 3 3 and C(P) is connected, there is an orientation of C(Pj as the diagram of a 
partially ordered set which is neither isomorphic nor dually isomorphic to P. 
In contrast, the csvering graph af a graded lattice L determines certain of the 
order properties of L. For exampIe* the diameter of C(l,) equals the length of 1, : 
moreover, any elements Q and b of t which are diameter apart in (?(I. ) are 
complementary in t, The purpose of this paper is to apply such elementary 
properties concerning path length in C(L) to the study of the possibk orie*itations 
of C(I_ ) r”s the diagram of a graded lattice. 
Ore [20; posed the problem of characterizing those graphs which are thl: cover& 
graphs of partially ordered sets (cf. flfi, 17, 18, N]). The covering graph of a kttice 
L has becq studied most extensively in the case that L is modular. For instance, 
Alvarez [ II1 usir,g path Iength techniques, has charar*tcrizcd those graphs whkh are 
orientable as the diagram of a modular lattice of finite length. Jakubik [6 8] has 
shown that the fat&a orientations of the covering graph of a modular tatticc L of 
finite length are intimately bound to the direct product decompositions of L and, 
moreov+~, that every fattice orientation of C(f, ) is modular. 
We shall prove an analogous result for those graded lattices which are deter- 
mined by the partially ordered subset of their atoms and coatoms. 
For a lattice L., let L,” denote the dual of 1,. 
Theorem 1.11. Let L and L’ be graded lattices with! graph isomorphic covering 
graphs. Every element af L is the join of atoms and the meet of coatoms if and only if 
eiver\/ element of L’ is the join of atoms and the meet of coatoms. Moreover, if thb 
condl!ition is satisfied then there are sublattices A and B of L such that L = A x B and 
L% Ad%& 
Q,,casionally, certain important properties of a lattice L can be derived from an 
anal:isis of the subgraphs of C(t). Fpr example, a modular lattice L of finite length 
is distributive if and only if C(L j contains no subgraph graph isomorphic to C(Ms), 
where M5 is the five-element, modular, nondistributive lattice. Soml: properties of a 
lattice I, can be obtained from the subgraphs of C(L.) even when C(L) has lattice 
orientations which are not determined by direct product decompositions of L. This 
is the case, for instance, if L is a semimodular, dismantlabk lattice of finite length. 
Let 2’ denote the lattice of all subsets of a three-element set (ree Fig. 1). 
Fig. 1. 
Theorem 1.2. Let L be a finite semimodular lattice. Then L is dismantlable if and 
only if C(L) contains no subgrcLqh graph isomorphic to c‘(2’). 
Theorexn 1.3. Let L and L ’ be graded lutrices with graph isomorphic couering 
graphs. If L is semimodular and disrtantlable then L’ is dismantiable. 
2.. Path length 
Wr first dispense with some preliminary considerationss. 
Let P be a partially ordered set. We denote tl:je least ele nent of IP (if it exists) by 
0~ and the greatest element of P (if it exists) by IF. For elements a > b in P. we 
write a ) b or b < u (a covers b or b is covered by a) if Q 2 c > b implies il = c fo1 
every element E of P. If P has a kast element and every chain in P is finite we 
define the height h(a) of an element a of P as the order of a maximum-sized chain 
from Or to a, minus one. In addition, we say that P is graded if. for each LJ and b t,f 
P, h(a) = h(b)+ 1 whenever a ) 6, or, what is the same. all maximal chains in P 
between fixed endpoints have the same (finite) order. Furthermore, we write I(P) 
for the !engrh of P, that is, the order of a maximum-sized chain in P. minus one; if P 
has a greatest e!ement then I(P) = h(lr). For all further ter;ninology concerning 
partially ordered sets and latiices we refer the reader to 131. 
Let G be a graph. For vertices a and b of G a path from a to b (of length n ) is a 
sequence a = co, cl, . . . . c, = b of vertices of G such that successive pairs in this 
sequence are joined by an edge of G. Let a(a, 6) denote the distance from a 10 h or 
the length of a shortest path from or’ to b in G, and let diam G = max (S(u, h) 1 a 
and b vertices of G} denote the diameter of G. 
Let P be a partially ordered set with a least element. If P has finite length then 
diam C(P) is finite. On the other hand, diam C(P) may be finite even though Y 
contains infinite chains. Nonetheless, if every maximal chain in B has the same size, 
then diam C(f) is finite if and only if P has finite length. 
For elements a, b of a graded partially ordered set P, S(a, 6) shall denote the 
distance from a to b in C(P), the covering graph of P. 
A simple induction yields the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.1. Let P be a graded parrially ordered! set and let Q nerd b be elements of P. 
?%en 
0) S(a,b)WW-h(b)!, 
(ii) S(Q, 6) = h(a) - h (6) if and only if a 2 6, and 
(iii) s(a, 6) z 1 h(a) - h (6) j f 2 if a is noncomparable to b 
An orientation of a graph as the diagram of a graded partially ordered set is 
determined by the choice for its least element. This is the substance of the next 
lemma. 
Lemma 2.2. Let P and P’ be graded partinlly ordered sets and let C$ be a gmph 
isonm~hism of C(P) to C(P’). lf 4 (& ) = Op then P = P’. 
Pmt. Let h’ denote the height function in P ‘. Let x, y E P and x 5; y. Repeated 
application of Lemma 2.1 (ii) yields 
so that h’(@(y)) = h’f$(x)P- S(#(x J 4(y)) or h(x) < cP,(y ). Similarly, as 4 is a 
graph iyamorphism, 4(x) s 4(y) ir;rpIies x =S y ; hence, P = P’. 
If only P, say, is graded in the hypothesis of Lemma 2.2, its conchrsialn in general 
fails. Indeed, in Fig. 2, we have the diagrams of a graded lattice L and :!i nongraded 
lattice L’ which are nonisomorphic although there is a graph isomorphism 4 of 
C(L) to C(L’) and (b(O,) = O1. - actually, even &(lI_) = Ita. 
The next lemma is implicit in Alvarez [ 1, Theorem 1, p. 9241. 
1 L’ 
Fie. 2. 
Lemma 2.3. Let P be a! graded partially ordered set with a greatest elemmt. Then 
diam C(P) = 8(0,1 p) = I(P). 
Proof. For any x, y E .P, Lemma 2.1 (ii) implies 
2W,y)G S(x, lu)+ S(lP, y)+ S(a,Op)+ S(0, v) = 26(0& 1P). 
The second equality is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.1 (ii). 
En [ 1,’ Alvarez proved that any two elements which are diameter upart in the 
cr!veringgraph of a modular lattice of finite length must, in fact, be complementary. 
Wk show now that this assertion holds for any graded partially ordered set. 
Lttlmma 2.68, Let P be u graded partially ordered set with Q greatest element and let 
u, 1b be elements of P. If sfa, 6) = diam C(P) then u v 6, a A b e&t in P and 
uvb-:lp, uAb=OP. 
Proof, We may assume that a is nk>ncomparable to 6, since otherwise, Lemma 2.1 
[ii) gives {u, B} = (0, 1,). Let c and d be elemznts af P satisfying a e c, 6 6 c, 
d g a, and d -Q b. It is enough to show that c == lf and d = Op. 
Let EIS suppose that &(a, c) G Std., b), say. In view of Lemma 2.3, 
diam C(P) = &(OPV IP) = S(&, d) + 6(d, 6) f 6$b, c)+ 6(c, I& 
Consequently, 
143. 
diam C(P) 2 S(O, d j + Sfa, c) + 6(b, c) + 6(c. 1,) 
3 S(O,, d) + diam C(P) + 8(c, lP), 
whence d = Or and c = I,#. If E(a, c) a S(d, 6) we can appl? a similar argument to 
~!iamC(P)-6(I)RIr)=6(0,J,dj+8(6,u)+6(a.c)t6(c,lp). 
In the ca’;e of a semimodular lattice 1, of finite length, path length in C(L) is 
linked in a natural way tr> the lattice structure. Recall, that a lattice L is 
sentintodufar if, for every a, b E L, u z- a A b implies (I v b ) b. Every semimodular 
lattice of finite length is graded. The next lemma is due to Haskins and Gudder [4] 
(cf. fW 
Lemma 2.5. Let L be a semimodular lattice of finite length und let a and b be 
elements of L. Then 
6(a, 6) = 8(u, ii v b) * S(a v h, 6). 
The conclusion of Lemma ._ 2 5fails to hold if semimodularity is dropped (see S;’ in 
Fig. 4). 
&(a, b) s min I&z, Q v 6) + s(a v 6, b), &I, Q A 6) + S(a A 6, 6)) 
is strict (see Fig. 5). 
Let us recall that a lattice L of finite length is mocMu~ if and only if L and LJ are 
semimodular. 
Lemma 2.6. Let L be a modular lattice of finite length and let LI urzd b br elements of 
L. Then 
S(u, b) = S(u A 6. u v b). 
Proof. Since L is modular the closed intervals [a A b, N] and [b, a v b] are 
isomorphi+:. try view af Lemma 2S and Lemma 2.1 (ii) we conclude that 
S(u, b) = s(a, a v b) + S(b, a v 6) -5: S(u, Q v 6) + S(a A b, a) = 23(a A b, u v h). 
3. Orientations detcpmined by product decompoisitions 
Our aim in this section is to study graded lattices L for which every orientation of 
C(t) as {the-diagram of a graded lattice arises from a direct product decomposition 
Of It,. 
Leg us recafl that an element Q of a lattice L with Ieast and greatest elements is in 
the center of 1, if there is 3 direct product decomposition A x !3 of L far which u 
corresponds to (1 AJ)B) cx (a,, In), Equivalently, 11 is in the center crf L if the 
following conditions are satisfied: (i) there exists an element b of I.+ such that 
avA=lL andanb=O,;(ii)foreachxEL,x=(x~a)v(~~b);(iii)ifx,yEL 
andx6qy~bthenx=(x\~y)~aandy = (X v yj A b. Indeed, if these conditions 
are fulfilled the mapping ~5 of 1; to [O1., a) X [O,, b] defined by $(x) = (x n a, x A b) 
is an isomorphism. 
For a la:l,tice with 0 and 1, an atom is any element which covers 0 and a coatom is 
any element which is covered by 1. Our first sequence of results is concerned with 
the I:lassification of all graded lattice orientations of the covering graph of a graded 
lattice, in which every element is the join of atoms and the meet of coatoms. 
Lemma 3.1. Let L and L’ be gruded lattices, let 4 be a graph isomorphism of C(L) 
to C(L’) and let a and b be elements of L such t/tat 4(a) = lL9 and b(b) = O,.... Then 
every atom x of L satisfies x 6 a or x G b and every coatom y of L satisfies y 2 Q or 
y 2 b. 
Proof. In view of Lemma 2.3, &(<b(a), #(b))== diam CCL’), whence by Lemma 
2.4, a v b = 1 1. and a A b = &,. In particular, it follows th;$t [OL, a] f7 [O,, Q= (OI_ }. 
Let x be an atom of L and let us suppose that x$ a and ~$6. Then x is 
noncomparable bcth tc) Q and to h. Lemma 2.1 (iii) now implies that 6(x, a) = 
b(a)- k(x)+2= i;(O.,a)+ 1 and 6(x,&)- S(OL,b)+ 1. On the other hand, 
4(a)= IL, and &(b)=O,- together VI :th Lemma 2.1 (ii) implies that 
W(Q), O(x)) + S(+(x 1, 4(b)) := Wb(a ), b(b)) = W4a ).4Wh. )) + WWh h 4(b)) 
which, however, is in contradiction to 
Ei(a, x) + 6(x, 6) = 8(a,0r) -+ S(O!,. b) + 2. 
A dual argument proves that every coatom y of il satisfies y 2 (1 or y a 6. 
Lemma 3,:2. Let L be a graded lattice in which every element is the join of atoms 
and the meet of coatoms. Let L’ be a graded lattice, let 4 be a graph isomorphdsm of 
C( L ) to C(L’) and let a and b be elements of L satisfying #(a) f= I,., and +(b) = OL.-. 
Then 
L = [O,. a) x [O,, b]. 
Proof. We show that u is in the center of L. Again, Lemma 2.3 implies that 
S&(a), &(I’# = diam C(L’) which, in view of Lemma 2.4 yields a v b ;=: 1~ and 
a I! 6 = O1. 
Let x be an element of L and leti 
and 
44 = (2 E L 12 atom of L, z 6 a and E d x} 
13 = (2 E L 12 atom ob L, 2 S b and k” S x). 
As x is a join of atoms we conclude, by virtue of Lemma 3.1, that V(A UB) = x. 
We are now ready tu prove our main result concerning graded Iatfices in which 
every etement is the jOin uf atoms and the meet of crratoms. 
l%&. Let L be a graded lattice in which every ef~ment is the join of atoms and 
the meet of coatoms. Let t’ be a graded lattice, let 4 be a graph isomorphism trf 
C(L) to C(L’) and let a and b be elements of 1.. such that &((I) = I1 x~d 
<b(b) = o&. ,. Lemma 3.2 implies that L 3 1%. n 1 x fth, bj. Mwesver, L I- 
[b, fL 1 x [OS, bj. Let K = [b, tr 3 x [Ol., b)S If is routine to check thst K is 11 grxfed 
lattice and every element of K is the join of atoms and the meet of coatoms. 
Moreover, there is I graph isomorphism Jr of C(K) to CC&,) such that &(G) := h. 
Finally, sin<:e b, 0 @ is a graph isomorphisn: of C(K) to C(L ‘) such that c${$(% )f = 
l&.. we conclude, by ‘aemma 2.2, that 2. ’ - K. 
Let us rcxall that a geometric lattice is n semimodular lattice of finite length in 
which every element is the join of atoms. if follows that every eEcmerrt of a 
geometric iatticc is atscl the meet of coatoms. In particular. Theorem 3.3 applies to 
this important class of lattices. 
In [61 (cf. [W]) Jakubik establishedfan analoguc of Theorem 3.3 for modular 
lattices af finite length. We shall give an alternate proof which illustrates the 
pji&$ty & path length twhfliyucs in.the cfassifknfi~~n of all orientations Of thy: 
covering graph of a graded lattice. 
.bu@f. LC~ L be a modular lattice of finite length, Let L’ be a graded lattice, let Q, 
t!e a graph i~morphism of C(L) to C{L’) and let Q and B be elements of L SUCK 
that ,$(a) = lr. and etch = OL-. In view of Lemma 2.3, ~~~(~~, #(b))= dram C@‘) 
which, by Lemma 2.4, implies that a v b = 1~ and Q A b = 0~. 
jet x be an element of L and set u = (x h a)v (X A b). We shah show that x = U. 
Let us suppose to the contrary that x > u. fn view of the dua! of Lemma 2.5 and 
Lemma 2.1 (ii) 
and, similarly, 
In particular, S(a, x)3 S(u, u) and S(hx)> ii(b, u). Hence, by Lemma 2.1 (ii) 
As this is a contradiction, we &ncIude that x = (x A a) v (x A 6). 
if x and y are elements of L satisfying x C u and y =-z b then (x v y ) n a = 
{xna)v(yna)=xv& = x. Similarly, (x v y) A b - y. 
It now follows that a is in the center of L and 1, =c [O,,a] x [O,, bj = 
jb, Ir ] x [Of, bf. N ow,K =fb,Ir]x[OL,bfd’ IS a modular lattice and there is a graph 
isomorphism 4 of C(K) to C(L) such that #(OK) = 6. Since $~(l(l(O,)) =; OIs and 
4 0 JI is a graph rsomorphism of C(K) to C(L‘) we conclude, by Lemma 2.2, that 
L’= K. 
In contrast to Theorems 3.3 and 3.4, an orientation of the covering graph of a 
graded lattice as the diagram of a graded lattice need not in general correspond to a 
direct product decomposition. Indeed, in Fig. 3, we have illustrated the diagrams of 
graded lattices L and L” with graph isomorphic covering graphs, although t# L’, 
L”7t L’, and neither L nor L’ has a nontrivial direct product decomposition. The 
graded lattice S;’ (Fig. 4), in which every element is the join of atoms, has several 
orientations as the diagram of a graded lattice yet S$ also has no nontrivial direct 
product decomposition - not every element in S,” is the meet of coatotns. Finally, 
as Jakubik has observed in (71, the modularity condition in Theorem 3.4 cannot be 
repiaced by semimodularity. In fact, the lattices L and L’ in Fig. 5 are semimodular 
and have graph isomorphic covering graphs while L # L’ and both L and L’ have 
only trivial direct product decompositions. 
For a graph G and a vertex u of G there is at mast one orientation of G as the 
diagram of a graded lattice with v as its ie;i%t element (cf. Lemma 2.2). How are 
Fig. 3 
1 7 
2 3 
S: 
6 
4 6 
5 
1 7 
Fig. 4. Fig. 5. 
such &rnents of G distinguished? Jn the case that every orientatjon of the coverin;) 
graph of a graded k&ice L arises from a direct proCuct decomposition of L tht 
answer is at hand; n’amcly, u E C(L) is such an element if and only if t; is in the 
center of L. Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 ensure that this holds whenever L is a graded 
latticrc! in which eveF_y element is the join af atoms tt: 3 the meet of coatams or 
whenever L itr a modular fattice of finite length. This contrasts with a resdt of 
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Sands [23]: if P is a finite partially ordered set with C(P) connected and if Q is any 
element of P then there is an orientation ot C(P) as the diagram of 2 partially 
ordered set with a as its least element. 
4. Centrally symmetric graphs 
Following Kotzig [13], call a e;raph G cenfrolly syrllmefric if for every vertex u of 
G there is a graded lattice L, an&l a graph isomor?hism # of G to L,, such tijst 
4(o) = IL,. For an integer n, let K2,, denote the lattice on 
1 au, aI, . . ., a,, h, h, l 9 ., b,) determined by OKz, = a0 (. Q~ < l l - < a,, = l,,,. and 
0 Kzr = bo < b, -=C - l * < b,, = 1 K2,. In [13] (cf. [14]) Kotzig conjectured that a graph is, 
centrally symmetric if and only if it is the covering graph of the direct product of 
lattices, each isomorphic to kern for some islteger n. 
Let G be a centrally symmetric graph, let E: be a vertex of G and let 4 be a graph 
isomorphism of G to C&) where L, is the graded lattice with d(u) = IL.,. in vie!.& 
of Lemma 2.3, 6(OL,, lLJ = diam G and by Lemma 2.2 there is a unique vertex fi caf 
G satisfying S(o, El) = diam G. In particular, +(fi) = O&. Moreover, z = o. Let 
n:(U)= {X E L” 1 S(x,lr>*)= i}* --. I- f.,‘, 1 , . . ., diam G. Then L,, = 
u (r,(V)li =O,l ,...,clismG)and byvirtueoiLemma2.1,S(@(c),x)si+lfor 
any coatom 4(c) of L,, and any x e r,(u), i = 0.1,. . .,diam G. Hence. 
4(F)E rd,Pm(i-l or 4(Z) is an atom of L,. This, together with the dual argument. 
proves: #(c) is a coatom of k,, if and only if 4(C) is an atom of L,. 
Let &(a& a(@, l . ., 4(an) be the atoms of L, and let b(cJ, &(cz), . . ., t#&) be 
the coatoms of L,, where C, = a, for i = 1,2,. . ., n. If V ymI #(a,) =C la., then 
VY-,, &(a,)< +(c,) for some 1 S j Q n; that is, 4(a,j 6 4(~,) SO that S(cj, c,) = 
h@(q))-- h(+(C,)) = diam G - 2. It follows that Vf=, @(a,) = lL,. Furthermore, 
V @(ai)/ i# &~, i = 1,2, l . ., n) 6 &,), where 1 s ins n since #(ai)# @(c,) im- 
plies hat 4(a) is n&comparable to +(c,,) and by Lemma 2.1 (iii) 
diam G > S(a, c,,) * h (&,)) - h (4(0,)) + 2 = diam G. 
which is impossible. It fullows that lr, is an itredundant join of the atoms of L,. 
In addition, if every eiement of L,. is the join of atoms then a routine argulment 
yields that L, = 2”, where 2” is the lattice of all subsets of an n-element se: -or the 
direct product of n copiejs ot 1$. We have proven 
Theorem 4.1. Let L be a finite !attice in which cv~ery element is the join of atoms. lf 
C(C) is rPotrally symmetric theta L =2”, where n is the number qf atoms of 1.. 
Let a and b be vertices of a centrally symmetric graph G and let d and 6 be the 
unique vertices of G satisfying S(a, 6) = 6(b, 6) = dism 0. Since G is centrally 
symmc,tric there is an orientation of G as a graded lattkc with a, 6 as. universal 
bounds and an orientation of (5 with rb, 6 $1~ universal bounds. Hence, 
S(b, 5) f Sj& 6) = 6(b, 6) = fi(a, i?) = S(a. b)+ 6(b, ai) 
which implies that S(a, b) = S(ii, 6). 
For a vertex u of G, let 4 be a graph isomorphism of G to C(E,.) when: L, is thcb 
graded lattice orientation of G with b(v) = lI.,. Let h be the height function in !.. . 
Then 
h@(a)) == diam G - h(#(d)). 
as otherwise S(u, 6)~ diam G. If +(a) 3 e(b) in L,. then, by Lemma 2.1 (ii), 
&X6)= 8(a, b)= h(+(a)) - h#(b))= h(&&))- h(&ti)j. 
We conclude that &\6) 3 &(ti) in L,\. Since the mapping o -+ a’ is a bijection on the 
vertex set of G, it is clear that the induced mappi:rp: &(a)-+ 4(ai:) is a dual 
isomorphism in any graded orientation of G. 
The main result in [26] by Zetinka asserts that a modular lattice L of finite length 
with n atoms whose covering graph is centrally symmetric satisfies I_. = 2”. Using 
properties of the distance function we can now prove somewhat mzrle. 
Theorem 4.2. Let L bt a semimodular lattice of finite length witk n atoms such thllt 
C( L ) is centrdly symmetrk. 73en L = 2”. 
Proof. AS I(L) is finite it is sufficient to show that L. is uniquely complemented 
(that is, every element of L has precisely one complement in L ). Let a E L and let 
ii be the unique element of L satisfying S(a, ii) = diam C(L). I: follows that 
Q v ii = II and a A a’ = Or. 
Let b E L satisfy a v b = lr and n A b = 0,. Since L is semimodular, Lemma 2.5 
yields 
and 
S(a, b) = Ei(a, IL)+ S(lr, 5 v b)+ S(ti v b, b) ’ 
6(b, a’) = S(b, a’ v 0) + is@ v b, 6). 
There is a graded lattice orientation of C(L) in which a, a are universal bounds; 
therefore, S(u, ti) = 8{a, b) + S(b, ti). Hence 
which in turn implie:; that d”(a v b, b) = 0; therefore B Z= a’ in L. Let b > ~2 hn L. If 6 
is the unique element in L such that fi(b, 6) = diam C(L_) then a > 6. Since 
anb=4L_,a~b=rSw6= IL. However, in view cf Lemma 2.5 
which is impossible; Cerefure, b = 3. 
5. Cover-preserving sublatticns 
CalI a sublattice S of’ a lattice: L cover-preserving if, for every a, b E S+ a ) b in S 
if and &y if Q > b in L. It is ywell-known that a modular lattice of finite length ils 
distrik utive if and only if it coMains no cover-preserving sublattice isomorphic to 
M5 is :e Fig. 6). A similar result obtains for semimodular lattices which are modular. 
4;, is the lattice in Fig. 7. 
b 
d 
MS is7 
Fig. 6. Fig. 7. 
Theorem 5.1. Let L be a se&nodular lattice of finite length. Then L is modular if 
and only if L contains no cover-prt~wrving sublattice isomorphic to &. 
This thtgrem is contained in JakL,bfk [!I], who credits the result to Sik (241 and 
Vilheim [ZS]. We shall give a part$ularly transparent proof which relies on the 
following characterizatioc of semimodularity due to Dubreil-Jacotin, Lesieur, and 
Groisot [S]. 
Lzmma 5.2. Let L be a lattice of jirlite length. Tb+en L is ss&nodular if and only if, 
for every a,b,cEL such that bnc<a G c < a v b, there exists d E L satkfying 
bhc<d<bund (arld!Ac==a. 
d4 semimodu!ar lattice which contains a cover-preserving sublattice isomorphic: to 
S, is clearly non-modular; the con>erse is the substance of the proof of 
Thawem 5.1. 
Proof of Thewem 9.1. Let L be a semimodular lattice of finite length and let & be 
nonmodular. Then L contains a nonmodular sublattice S = (a, b, c, b A c, Q v b} 
isomorphic to Ns (see Fig. 8). Let S be such a sublattice of L of minimum length 
in L. 
In view of Lemma 5.2 there exists d f t satisfying t, A c K d s 6 and 
(avd)Ac = a. Let c v d < a v 6. If Cc v d) A b =dthen(b,d,avd,avb,cvd)isa 
subfattice of L isomoiphic to NS and of lenlgth kss than- I(S); atherwise, 
(c v t:i) A b > d and again (c? d, c v & ‘b /t cY (C v 4) A ;b) ,i$ za-aQbfattice ,sf L &mm== 
phic to IV5 and of length less than l(S). Hc;rrce, % v d = a Y lo. If b A (tt v d) F d thin 
{a, d, b A c, a v d, b )z (a v d)], is a sublattice o,T t, isomurphk go Ns and af iength 1~s~ 
Fig. 8. 
than I(S). We conclude that b A (a v d) = d and (a, 6, c, d, b A c, Q v b, Q v d) i$ a 
sublattice of L isomorphic to S,. Let c > e ‘r a. Again by the mininaality of l(S), 
avb>dveravdandb>bn(dve)>d.Then{u.e,bAc,dve,bA(dve))is;r 
sublattice of L isomorphic to N, and of length less than Z(S). Hence, c > a and. kj~ 
symmetry, b )- d. Semimodularity now implies that a v b >- a v d. Let II > f B 
b n c. The minimality of I(S) now implies that a v d ) d \I f and a v b z- I, v f If 
cA(bvf)>f(c@vf)=f) then (c~b,f,cfr(bvf),b,bvf) ({a,c,f,bvf,avb}) 
is a sublattice of L isomorphit to A$ and of length less than I(S). We conclude that 
CL r b A c and, by symmetry, C > b A c. Finally, semimodularity implies that u v d > 
d, a v b Z- b, a v d ) a:. and Q v b > c, that is, (a, b, c, d, b A c, a v b, a v d) is a 
covering-preserving sublattice of L isomurphic to S7. 
We record ar this point a result concerning path length in the covering graph of a 
semimoduiar lattice of ilnitc length. 
Theorenr 5.3. Let L be a semimodular lattice of finite length and let a. 6, and c ba 
ekments of L. Tkm 
Mureover, the converse holds if and only if L, is distributive. 
Prmf, To establish the first implication it is enough to show that every path 
A = Cal, Cl, . . .* G = b af minimum length from CL to b in C(L) satisfies 
for each i=rO,l,.. . n. We proceed by induction on 8(a, b). Let us suppose that 
cl e [a A b, d v b]. Zf u ) cl then by Lemma 2.5 and Lemma 2.1 (ii), S(cl, b) = 
$(cF,.c, v 6) + 6(cr v b, b) = S(il,, a v bf -t Sa’a v b, b) 2 S(a, b). ff cr t a theI: 
S(c&, b) = S(ci, ~1 v b)+ S(c, w b* b) * s{a, ca v b)+ &(a v b, b) = 6(a, b). Hence, 
Q A b G c1 s 4 v b_ Finally, by the induction hypothesis, a A b S ci A 6 G c, d 
c&m~avb, for each i=2,3,...,n, 
1x2 D. Duflus, H. 
Let us recall that a modular lattice L of 
h(a v b)+ h(a A 6) = h(a) f h(b) 
finite length satisfies 
(I) 
for every a, b E L. Now, let L be distributive and let a, 6, c E L satisfy a A b G c s 
a v 6. Since L is dis’tributive 
(aAc)v(b,jc)=cv(anb), 
whence, h((a A c) v (b A c)) = h(c v (a A 6)). Several applications of (1) yield 
whkh, by Lemma 2.1 (ii) gives 
and., in view of Lemma 2.6 
S(a, 6:) = s(a, c)+ S(c, 6). 
Finally, let us suppose that Ir is a semimodular lattice of finite length such th;tt for 
each a, b,, c E L, a A b s c S ~1 v b implies Qa, 6) = s(a, c) C &(c, 611. If L i:+ non- 
modular then by Theorem 5.1 C(L) contains a cover-preserving sublattice S = S,. 
However, if we choose a, 6, c E S as indicated in Fig. 9 we have s(a, 6) < 
&(a, c) + S\(c, 6). Hence, L is modulai. Ef L is nondistributive theri L contains a 
cover-preserving sublat ice S = M5 and again choosing a, 6, c E S as indicated in 
Kg. 6 gives a contradiction. Therefore, L must be distributive, 
b 
Fig. 9. 
6. Subgtapbs qf the coveting graph 
Let L be a lattice of finite length and let S be a subgraph of C(t) graph 
isomorphic to C(i&). Then it is a simple !; atter to verify that the vertices of S 
considered as elements of L determine a cover-prewving subkttice of L isomor- 
phic to Ms. In particular, this impks that a macular lattice L of finite length is 
distributive if and only if C(L) contains no subgraph graph isomorphic to C@&). 
The ;snalogue for arbitrary semimodufar Ilattices of finite length is not true; that is, 
for a semimodular lattice t of finite length, G(L) may contain a subgraph graph 
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isomorphic to C(S) and yet L may be modular. Indeed, 2” (see Fig. I) is modular 
while C(Z3) contains a subgraph graph isomorphic to CC&). Nonetheless, for an 
important class of finite semimodular lattices such an analogus does hold. 
We call a lattice L of order n dismantlable if there is a chain L = 
Loz)L,3***3L, = ct) of sublattices of L such that i L, - L,,., i = 1 for each i t= 
091 9 l l l 9 n - 1. Notice that for each i. L, - L,+I consists of an element doubly 
irreducibk in Li, that is, an element which is both joi:n irreducible and meet 
irreducible in Li. 
For an integer n 3 6, a sutset C = (cl, cz,. . . . c,) of a partialiy ordered sef is a 
crown provided that cl c cz, cz > cJ, c3< c4.. . ., c,+ c c,, c, > cl are the only 
comparability relations which hold in C (see Fig. 10). In [ 111 Kelly and Rival 
proved: a fkite lattice is dismantlable if and only if it contains no crown. 
Fig. 10. 
Theorem 6.1. Let L be a ,finite, dismantlable, semimcrdular lattice. Then 6, is 
modular if and only if C(L) contains no subgraph gwph isomorphic to C(S,). 
Proof. In view of Theorem 5. I, L must be modular if C$Z. ) contains no subgraph 
graph isomorphic to C(S,). 
Let S be a subgraph of C(L) graph isomorphic to C(&). Since L contaks no 
crowns it is routine to verify that the vertices of S conGdered as elements of L 
constitute a cover-preserving lsublattice of L isomorphic to S, or S?. However. since 
every sublattice of a modular lattice is modular and neither .S7 nor Sf is modular, it 
follows that L is nonmodular. 
We turn now to a subgraph characterization of &manalability for finite 
semimodular lattices. To this end we recall two elementary properties clue to Rival 
[22] concerning sucii fat tices a 
Lemma 6.2. Let L be A wwimodular lattrce and let a be doubly irreducible in L. 
Then L - (a’/ is a .w,nimodtc lar srtblatke of I.. 
The second iemma is imphc-it in (122, Proposition 51. Let D(L) denote the set of 
al1 doubly irreducible eIemen ts of a lattice L. 
L~SMW 6.3. Let L be a ,serGmoduiar lattice of finite length. Then D(L) # cd or L 
contains Q cover-prewwing wbdattice isomorphic to 2’. 
Theorem 6.4. Let L be Q finite semimodular lattice. Then L is dismanllable if and 
dy if C(L) contains n3 subgraph graph isomorplk to C!2’). 
Proof. If L is a finite lattice and S is a s&graph of C(L) graph isomorphic to 
C(2’) then it is easy to show that the vertices of S, considered as elements of L, 
determine a cover-preserving sublattice of L isomorphic to 2’. NOW, if L is 
dismantlable then L contains no crown; in particuk, L contains no sublattice 
isomorphic to 2”. It follows that C(L) contains r:o subgraph graph ;somorphic to 
C(2’). 
Let us suppose that L is a finite semimodular lattice and C(L) contains no 
subgraph graph isomorphic to C(2’). We proceed by induction on 1 L ] to show that 
L is dismantlable. 1~1 view of Lemma 6.3 there is no 10s~ in generality to assume that 
D(L) # 8. Morek Fver, by virtue of the induction hypothesis, we ma!/ also assume 
that L is linearly indecomposable (that is, there is no pair A, B of nonempty 
subsets of L such that L = A U B and a > b for every a E A and !every b E B). 
Let rz be doubly irreducible in L and let a *, a, denote the unique upper cover, 
lower cover, respectively, of a in L. As 1, is linearly indecomposable there exists an 
eltment x of L noncomparable to a. If u * is meet irreducible then x v a, = x v a 
andx Aa = x A a * implies, by Lemma 5.2, that there is an element d of L satisfying 
xna<dsx and(apd)Aa=a,; hence, a, must be meet reducible. Let b be 
an eleme&:t of iL distinct from a such that b > a 5:,. Then b v a = a* so that 
C( L - (a )) is a subgraph of C( L ). Finally, in view of I: .em,ma 6.2, we may apply the 
induction hypothesis to complete the proof. 
Our aim now is to establish 
Tkorem 6.5. Let L and L.’ be finite graded lattkfs with graph isomorphic covering 
graphs. If L is semimcdular and dismantlable then L’ is dismantlable. 
Let us observe at the outset tha: there are graded dismantlable lattices L such 
that C(L) has an orientation as the diagram of a nondismantlable lattice (see Fig. 
1 I); however, we know of no example which demonstrates the necessity of 
semimodularity in Theorem 6.5. 
Before we proceed to the proof of Theorem 6.5 we record some ful-ther 
terminology and elementary observations concerning dismantlable lattices. 
Let L be a lattice. Let J(L) (M(L)) denote the set of all join irreducible (meet 
irreducible) elements of L. The breadth of L is the Ueast integer b such that every 
join V y-21 x,. n > Q is a join of b of the X, ‘s. It is a simple matter to verify that every 
dismantable lattice has breadth at most two, The degree of an element a of ,L is 
~{xEL~x:,ac~rx~a)l,LetxbennelementofL suchthatO,<x<l,.Thenx 
has degree at least two. Moreover, x has degree equal to two if and only if x is 
doubly i rred;lcible in L. 
A simple induction establishes the follow illg elementary property of dismanttable 
latt’lcc. due to Kelly and Rival [ 1 I’,. 
Fig. I I. 
Lemma 6.6. Ler L be a finite dismantlable lattice. The:1 L contains at least two 
noncomparable doubly irreducible ekments OP L is a chain. 
We require one further property of semimodular lattices which is due to 
Rival [22]. 
Lemma 6.7. Let L be a semimodular lattice of finite length and breadth at most two. 
Then euery maximal join irn?ducible element of L is doubly irreducible in L. 
Proof of Theorem 63. Wt: proceed by induction on 1 L 1. Let C#J be a graph 
isomorphism of C(L) to C(L’) antd let a and b be elements of Z_ such that 
d(a) = It. and 4(b) = (Ii_,. If 4 = It. (a = 0, ) then, by Lemma 2.2, I_ = L’ 
(L” = L’) SO that L’ is dismantlabk. Hence, let us suppose that 0, < a, b < 1,. 
Moreover, since WC may obviously assume that L is not a chain, Lemma 6.6 implies 
that 1 D(L)l Xl. 
Let us suppose that there is an element c of L, doubly irreducible in L and 
a# c;$ b. Since c has degree two in L, there are exactly two verkes adjacent to c 
in C(k). Therefore, 4(c) has exactly two adjacent viartices in C(L’); that is, 4(a) iu 
doubly irreducible in L ‘. NOW, L’ - (4(c)) is a sublattice of L’ and, by Lemma h.2, 
L - (I*) is a dismantlable semimodular sublattice of L. 
We now consider the relationship between the covering graphs of L - (c} and L. 
We first consider the case lhat C(t -- $c)) IS not a subgraph of C(e). This means 
that c, < x < ca’; implies th:at x = C. NW, Lemma 6.2 implies that L - (c} is a 
~mimodular sublattice of f. ; in particular L - (c) is graded. Let C’ be a maximal 
chain of L and let C” = C - (c). I n view of Lemma 2.3, diam C(L -(c)j = 
diam C(L,) - 1 so that f(C’> = r(C) - 1. Hence, c E C and c *r c * E C This, in turn, 
implies that L = [01_, c*] cl (c) ‘3 ic *, lL]. On the other hand, Lemma 2.3 yields 
~(a, b) = diam C(L) while Lemma 2.4 implies that a v b = IL and Q A b = OL. This, 
however, is impossible in a linearly decomposable lattice, We conclude that 
C(L - (c)) must be a subgraph of C(L). Then there exists d E L, distinct from c 
such that c*>d>c,, where c *, c * E I; satkfy c * ) c ,a c *. AS L is graded, 
c* Xi >c*. If #(c*) > e(c) ) &(c,) in L’ then, since L’ is graded, 4(P) > 
+(Q) > #(c +) in L’. 0th erwise, +(c *) r 4(c) ) &(c “) and cfi(c *) r 4(d) ) d(c *) 
in L’ Under any circumstances, C( L - (c}) is graph isomorphic to C(L’ - {#(c)}). 
Moreover, it also follows that L’ - {4(c)) is graded. Therefore, by the induction 
hypothesis, t ’ -{c) is dismantlable, whence L’ is dismantlable. 
nere is now no loss in generality to assume that D(L) c (a, b} and, since 
1 D(t)j 2 2, we conclude that D(L) = {a, b). Our strategy for the remainder of the 
proof is to show that L is the direct product of two chains, whence L is distributive 
and Theorem 3.4 applies. 
Our first claim is that [Or, a] and [OL, b] are chains and J(L) = [Ot, a] U [O,, b]. In 
view of Lemma 6.7, J(L) s [OL, a] U [OL, b]. Th \, 3, to esfzsblish the claim it suffices 
to show that [O,, a] and [Ot, b] are chains. If [O,, a], say, is not a chain then there 
exist noncomparable elements x and y in ]O,, 01. Let 01, < z 6 b. Since Q A b = Or, t 
is noncomparable to X, y, and x v y. tising the fact that L is semimodular, a routine 
calculation now yields that (x, x v y, y, y v z, 2, n v z} is a crown in L. As L is 
dismantlable this is impossible. Hence, [OL, a] is a chain and, by symmetry, [Or, b] is 
a chain and the claim is established. 
Let x be a meet irreducible element of L and let us suppose that x# a anJ X# b. 
Let x < x *. Evidently, a v x = c1 v x *. Applying Lemmas 2.5 and 2.1 (ii) we obtain 
s(a, x) = iS(& a v x)+ s(a v X, X) 
= fi(a,x*)+ 1. 
Similarly, S(b, x) := S(b, x *)+ 1. On tne other hand, applying Lemma 2.3 yields 
diam C(U) = s(oL*, 4(x:) + &b(x), b.*) = S(&*, 4(x ‘), +- 6(4(x *), I*:) + 2 = 
diaq C(L’) + 2. ‘We conclude that M(L) c [LL, 11.1 U 1 b. 11.1. 
We shall now show that L = [Of., a] x [O,, b]. To this end we d$ne a mapping x 
of L to (O,, a] x [OL, b] by x(x) = (a A x, b A x). To show that’x is one-to-one and 
order-preserving it is enough to show that x = (a A x) v (b A x) fur each x E L. Let 
us suppose that x is join irreducible; then, without loss of generality, x 6 u and 
b A x = Or, so that x =T (a~x)v(b~x).Ifx&J(L)=(O,,~]UIOL,b]then,asL has 
breadth two, there exist join irreducible elements p 6 (11, q G b such that x = p v q* 
Indeed,p<anx,qabAx,whencex= pvq~(a~x)v(bnx)~x; that is, x= 
(a 1) x)v (b A x). Finally, to show that x is~ onto and x-* is orderqwserving it 
suffacestoshowthatu~(x~y)=xandb~~~xvy)~yforeveryx~aandy~tr. 
Le~xEM(L).SinceM(L)~[a,1,]~[b,~~]thenx~u,say,anda~(avy)=a. 
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Let x$Z. M(L). Since L has breadth two, there exist meet irreducible elements u 
and u such that u A u = X. Now, rc,u~M(L)C[a.I~j~(b,I~j and x~a implv _ 
that u 2 Q and v NJ. Since ~~xvy and uaa, x=u~u~a~(xvy)~=x; 
hencl:, x = aA(xvy)and,bysymmetry.y=b~(xvy). 
As L is isomorphic to the direct product of the chains [O,, a] and IO, ., h] it follows 
that t is distributive. Applying Theorem 3.4 we have that L’ = [01, a 1” x fOl, tr]; L’ 
is obviously dismantlable. 
We conclude with some observations concerning planarity in lattice theory, 
Recall a finite lattice is planar if it has a planar diagram. As Fig. 1 illustrates, a 
lattice L may be nonplanar while C(L) is pianar. 
In 1211 Plait proved that a finite lattice L is planar if and only if the graph, 
obtained from the diagram of L by adjoining :an edge between Or and lL, is planar. 
In [12] Kelly and Rival established an analogue for lattices of K. Kuratowski‘s 
celebrated characterization of planarity for graphs; that is, they exhibited a 
minimum list of finite lattices such that a finite lattice is planar if and only if it 
contains no partially ordered subset isomorphic to a lattice in this list. Furthermore, 
they proved that a finite modular lattice is planar if and only if it contains no 
cover-preserving sublattice isomorphic to 2’, L, or I., (see Fig. 12). In particular, if 
the covering graph of a finite modular lattice I. contains no suhgraph graph 
isomorphic to C(23), C(L,) or C(L,) then L is planar. On the other hand, if L is a 
finite, planar, modular lattice then C(L) contains no subgraph graph isomorphic to 
C(2”). In view of Theorem 6.4 this implies that L is dismantlable which, in turn. 
me,ans that, for every a, b, c, d E L, a ) d, b * d, c z- d implies that a v b = a v c = 
b v c. It is now easy to check that C(L) can contain no subgraph graph isomorphic 
to C(L) or C(L2). (Notice that C(Z’) and c(L) are both planar graphs.) 
Summarizing we may recast the characterization of planarity for modular iattices as 
follows: 
Theorem 6.8. Let L be a finite modurtar lattice. Then L is a planar lattice if and only 
if C(L) contains no subgraph graph isomarphrc to C(Z’), C(LI) or C(L,). 
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